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10:00-10:30am 
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Topic/Creative  

1:30-

2:00pm 

Handwriting  

2:00-3:00pm  
Sing songs/Story 

time  

Thursday  Cosmic Kids Yoga 

 

Squish the Fish click the 

link below 

https://www.youtube. 

com/watch? 

v=LhYtcadR9nw 

 

   

 

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
Break  

Children to go through their phase 2 and 
phase 3 sounds. Say the sound out loud. (See 
sound mat below).  
   
Use the lesson to recap multi syllable words. 

https://www.youtube.com 

/watch?v=JUBnHk 

_BRlg&feature=youtu.be 
 
 
Challenge: Read a book to an adult using 
phonics knowledge.  
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-
home/finda-book/library- 
page?view=image&query=&type=book&age_g 
roup=Age+4- 
5&level=&level_select=&book_type=&series=     

Maths Lesson  
 Click on the link below to sing along to the number 
bonds song.   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lD9tjBUiXs0   
 
Recap with bonds to 5. Explain that we are 
looking at subtraction today as we have 
previously looked at subtraction. 

 
 Use objects to subtract, always start with 5 and take 

away from 5. Say the number sentence 5 takeaway 1 

equals 4. 

 

Now look at 10 starting with 10 objects, can the 

children remember the addition bonds, use the 

pattern to explain the subtraction facts.  

 

See the sheets below. Encourage the children to solve 

the number bond questions. Can you find the answer 

to ones that are missing ?  

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
Lun 

ch  

Choose an 

activity from 

the Rainbow 

Fish home 

learning sheet- 

see sheet 

below.  

Today you 
are going to 
use the 
worksheet 
below to 
practise 
writing 
tricky 
words. 
  
If you are 
unable to 
print it, 
write it out 
on paper 
using a 
highlighter 
pen children 
can trace 
over. If they 
can form 
letters  
correctly, 

encourage 

them to 

write it 

without 

tracing. 

Watch  
Alphablocks.  

  
https://www.yout 

ube.com/watch?v 

=bORaqCmIT7o   
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Make sure 

they are 

forming the 

letters the 

correct way, 

always 

starting 

from the 

top and 

they are 

writing on 

the line.   



 

  



 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 


